
PCA’s ANNUAL 100M HANDICAP TROPHY 
 
The club’s annual 100m Handicap Trophy meet will be held on Monday 16th June 
2014.  Warm up is 6pm for a 6.30pm start. 
 
To enter swimmers need to have a current 50m or preferably 100m freestyle time. 
There are plenty of carnivals coming up for swimmers to up-date their times. 
 
Swimmers who can swim 100m freestyle without stopping should enter – this is a really 
fun event.  Note:  Entries close Monday 9th June. 
 
The first round sees everyone competing in the handicapped heats swum over 100m 
freestyle.  Thirty six swimmers will then move into the second round – the semi finals.  
These thirty six swimmers will be the first three or four place getters from each of the 
heats, depending on the number of entrants/heats there are.  The winner from each of 
six semi-finals will then compete in the grand final. 
 
As swimmers “drop out” they will be put into one of the six relay teams.  All teams will 
compete in relay heats to establish a time and then later in the relay final which will be 
handicapped.  Teams improving their time by more than 4 seconds will be disqualified. 
 

An explanation about handicapped swimming 
 

Swimmers will be given a handicap based on their best time.  For example - take two 
swimmers – one who is 10 seconds faster than the other.  When they start the race the 
starter will say “GO” and the slower swimmer will dive in – the starter will then count 
the seconds out loudly – the second swimmer will then start when the started calls “10” 
– if both these swimmers are competing up to their best, they should finish at the same 
time. 
 
Imagine having six swimmers in one race, all starting at different times and finishing 
within splits of each other – very exciting!! 
 
To enter swimmers should list their names on the flyer on the noticeboard.  Entries 
close on Monday 9th June.  Late entries will not be accepted. 
 
To enter list your names on the noticeboard, or email the Race Secretary. 
 
 


